


LEGAL NOTICE

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and

complete as possible in the creation of this report, notwithstanding

the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any time that the

contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of

the Internet.

While all attempts have been made to verify information

provided in this publication, the Publisher assumes no

responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of

the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of specific persons,

peoples, or organizations are unintentional.

In practical advice books, like anything else in life,

there are no guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to

reply on their own judgment about their individual circumstances

to act accordingly.

This book is not intended for use as a source of legal,

business, accounting or financial advice. All readers are advised to

seek services of competent professionals in legal, business,



accounting, and finance field.

Copyright information contained in this report may not

be reproduced,

distributed or copied publicly in any way, including Internet,

e-mail,

newsgroups, or reprinting.

Any violator will be subject to the maximum fine and

penalty imposed by law. Purchasers of this product are granted a

license to use the information

contained herein for their own personal use only. Any violators will

be pursued and punished to the fullest extent of the law.



About Me

Hey, it’s Naidy!

Congratulations and thank you for purchasing Classified

Commissions and I guarantee you won’t be disappointed in what I

have in store for you.

I really appreciate you putting your trust in me and I’ll try my best

to reward you for investing your time and money in this course.

If you haven’t heard of my boring story... My name is Naidy Phoon,

I’m a full-time Internet marketer fromMalaysia.



I dropped out of college at the age of 19 and have been doing

Internet marketing ever since.

IM has allowed many people to escape the rat race, but I was able

to avoid it altogether.

Never had a job in my life, and I intend to keep it that way.

I specialize in product creation and affiliate marketing. Throughout

my IM journey I’ve made mistakes, I’ve learned from the best, and

I love helping other people achieving their goals.
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Introduction

Classified Commissions is all about creating simple yet powerful

cash-sucking machines and driving floods of traffic to them using

free traffic goldmines - and ultimately making a ton of money.

These cash-sucking machines are highly sophisticated (well, at

least to me) sales funnels that are personalized and designed in a

way to generate a sale. These funnels are capable of generating

relatively big affiliate sales ($47-$197) with ease so just one sale a

day could make you a $3000/month income. Make 2 sales and

you’ll double that. Make 3 sales and... Amazing isn’t it?

Once we’ve built our highly efficient funnel, we’re going to drive

tons of free traffic using traffic goldmines (classified ads sites).

These sites collectively receive tens of millions of views per day

(not per month, per day! ) , so if you can get a piece of the pie you’ll

make a ton of money and build a huge list.

I’m going to show you step-by-step how to build your own

cash-sucking machine,drive a ton of free traffic, and ultimately

automate and scale the entire process.



Here’s the bird’s eye view of the system :

It may look like your typical funnel, but don’t underestimate the

power of it. There’s a lot of intricacies involved, so make sure to

take it one step at a time.
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Step 1 : Choosing Your Affiliate Products

It’s imperative that you choose the affiliate product first and base

your funnel and listings around it.

Here are some criteria that we should look at when choosing an

affiliate product :

 Skill/Location Pre-requisite

We’re going to be appealing to a wide variety of people, so it’s

important to promote products or opportunites that don’t require

the propspects to have too complex skills or knowledge.

Ideally we’ll want to promote international offers because it’s

easier to scale and it’ll help us avoid some issues.

 Quality

It’s paramount that the affiliate product that you’re promoting has

a good reputation in the marketplace because people will search it

up online when considering the opportunity. And also we want to

be doing some good here :)



 Price

The funnel that we’re going to create will warm up and excite the

prospect so that they’re primed to buy - not only now, but in the

future. I’ve found that the price point of $47-$197 works well.

 Niche

We’re going to be driving traffic from classified ads sites,

specifically the job section so it makes sense to go with biz opp/job

offers.

There are many ways that you could construct your funnel and

many niches you could choose, but I’m going to show you my way

of doing it, feel free to deviate a little bit according to personal

preference.

For the purpose of this guide I’m going to base my funnel and

affiliate products on the biz/opp or IM/MMO(Internet

Marketing/Make Money Online) or job-searching niche.

There are tons of digital marketplaces where you can find affiliate

products to promote such as :



Clickbank

Clicksure

Commission Junction

CPA Networks ex. Maxbounty, Peerfly,etc..

(Refer to the bonus guide to get accepted into CPA

networks)

Let’s take a look at a few examples and see whether they fit the bill.

Price : Yes - The price of this affiliate product is great, it’s on the

lower end of the $27-$197 spectrum but still good.

Niche : Yes - it’s in the job market.

Skill/Location Pre-requisite : No - there are too many

pre-requisites to work at a offshore oil rig, ex. Physical fitness,



knowledge of the industry, etc.. Remember, you’ll want to choose

one which has the lowest barrier to entry as possbile to qualify as

many people as possible.

Let’s take a look at another one.

Price : It’s much higher than the previous offer, so we get a better

reward for our efforts. Keep in mind that we’ll be warming them up

and priming them to buy so price is irrelevant to a certain extent.

Why not make more money while we’re at it?

Niche : Yes - it’s in the job market.

Skill/Location Pre-requisite : After going through the sales

page, I’ve determined that that the skills and knowledge required

to succeed with the program is minimal.



This product fits the criteria mentioned above hence we can go

ahead and select this one. Do the same for other products in

different networks and you’ll find plenty of quality and profitable

offers.

You can also go for in-house affiliate offers that aren’t available in

networks.



Your task for now is to choose an affiliate offer that fits

the criteria above and grab your affiliate link.

Reminder : Take your time to choose the right product

because it’ll be the basis of your funnel and your

listings.



Step 2 : Building Your Machine

Your autoresponder is a crucial element of your machine because it

automates and streamlines your email marketing. It sends out

emails automatically when people sign up so all you have to do is

send traffic to your highly efficient funnel and make money.

The autoresponder company that I recommend is Getresponse.

We’re going to set up our autoresponder messages before driving

traffic to it so that everything is automated and ready to go.

The first message will be sent automatically when someone opts in

via our application page i.e. Our squeeze page (more on this later)



Select send on day 0, so it’ll go out immediately.

The first message should be short and straight to the point.

It should say something along the lines of :

“Dear (first name token - whatever it is for your AR) :

Thank you for submitting your application - you will be

contacted soon should you be approved”.

Sign Off

That’s it - no link, no nothing.



It will prepare them for the offer coming ahead. There’s a weird

tendency of human beings to want something badly if they’re told

that they can’t have it - so the fact that they have to apply to get

your offer makes them highly qualified hence your conversion rates

will be through the roof!

If things don’t make sense at this point, don’t worry.

It’s like the Karate Kid movie where Mr. Miyagi had him do the

“wax on, wax off” motion over and over again. He didn’t get it at

first, but he soon realized the reasons behind doing so.

And so will you! Just do it and you’ll get the whole picture later on.

The second autoresponder message should be set at day 2, so it’ll



go out one day after their application and the first email.

It should say something like :

“Dear (first name token - whatever it is for your AR) :

Congratulations,

Based on the information you have provided us,

Your application has been approved.

Please click here (affiliate link) to proceed.”



Sign Off.

It’s short and simple. Remember your task here is not to sell them

on the offer, the sales page will do that. You just have to trigger the

click.

At this point you’re going to have some people taking up the offer

(most probably a high percentage because they’re primed to join).

But what about those that don’t buy?

We would be leaving a lot of money on the table if we don’t follow

up with them.

The reason people don’t buy/join is because they either don’t trust

you or they don’t believe that what you have for them will help

them.

We’re going to be handling some objections and sell them on the

offer.



On day two we’ll just send a reminder email which is essentially a

duplicate email so that those who didn’t open will and those who

did will get the chance to see the offer again.

Set it to day 2.

Now on day 3, we’re going to be sending an email like this :



“ “Dear (first name token - whatever it is for your AR) :

We have received numerous questions on the “your

affiliate product” . Here are some frequently asked

questions and the answers to them”

Here we’ll list some FAQ and their answers. The questiosn should

be common objections that people have to your affiliate offer, ex. If

the objection is lack of experience, the question would be “do I

need prior experience” and your answer would be no.

On day 4, we’re going to be sending them some testimonials and

reviews on the product. This part is easy just take testimonials

from the sales page and insert them into the email. Don’t

manufacture proof - use the ones that they display.

It should go something like this :



“Dear (first name token - whatever it is for your AR) :

If you aren’t in the “your affiliate offer” yet, here are

some success stories of people who are in :

- Testimonals here

Be a success story now and join (your affiliate link)”

Sign Off

On the fifth and final day of the sequence, you should have already

made some sales. This final message is meant to give those who

haven’t joined that final push. We’re going to be introducing some

scarcity here.

Here’s how your fifth email will look like :

We don’t want to be saying something false like the offer is going

away tomorrow, but we want to inject some urgency.

We’re going to say something like :



“Dear (first name token - whatever it is for your AR) :

If you haven’t joined (your affiliate offer), this is your last

chance to join at its lowest price.

After today, we cannot guarantee that the price will

remain at (your offer price).

Click here (your affiliate link) to join before the price

rises significantly.”

Sign Off.

Your task for now is to sign up for an autoresponder

account and set up your messages.



Step 3 : Traffic Time!

Before proceeding to post on the sites, it’s important to understand

what classified advertising is all about.

According to Wikipedia,

Classified advertising is a form of advertising which is

particularly common in newspapers, online and other

periodicals which may be sold or distributed free of

charge.

Essentially it’s posting short text ads on websites that already have

a consistent flow of traffic - either for free or for a small fee.

There are three types of classified ads , and there are different

strategies for each of them.

 Exclusively local sites

These are sites exclusively for certain countries or states. For

example, USFreeAds is exclusively for people in the



States.

 Global Sites

These are sites that cater to international users, but have local

sections which you can post in depending on your location.

An example of this is Locanto.



There’s locanto.com, there’s locanto.in, etc..

There are also global sites with no local sections, which is great

because there’s a wider variety of products to promote.

 Specialty sites

These sites are for listing certain types of products and/or services

only. For example, Autotrader only allows the listing of vehicles.



There are some questions you need to ask before posting in these

sites.

Can you post in these sites if you’re from another

location?

It really depends on the site. Some are stricter than others.

Craigslist for example wouldn’t allow you to post in cities more

than 15 miles away from where you’re located.

There are ways to get away with that, but honestly posting in your

local area should suffice to start with. I’ll show you ways your can

get around the restrictions later if you want to.



Are There Limitations On How Many Posts You’re

Allowed A Day?

Most sites have limits imposed for obvious reasons. If they don’t

state the limit I’d assume it’s 1-2 per day.

Are You Required To Create An Account To Post?

Most of the time you’re not. Most of the time you’ll be sent an

email to verify that you posted the listing.

What’s allowed and what’s not?

Different sites have different restrictions as to what types of

listings are allowed. For example speciality sites like autotrader

only allows listing of vehicles. Some don’t allow NSFW (not safe for

work) listings. Most sites don’t allow IM/MMO or affiliate

marketing listings, but that doesn’t matter since we’ll be sending

them to an application/squeeze page first.

Before posting our listing we need to first create a squeeze page (or

in this case an application page).



There are many ways of building a squeeze page such as :

 Using templates

 Using page builders such as Unbounce, Leadpages, etc..

 Outsourcing

 Creating one from scratch using HTML

 Etc...

If you haven’t created a squeeze page before, I really suggest going

for the page builders because it’s so easy. If you have you probably

already know how to do it quickly.

Remember to people seeing it from the listings it’s an application

page so it should say something like :

“Please fill in the form below and submit your

application. We will get back to you within 24-48 hours”

You’ll want to keep the “name” and “email” fields in because it’ll

look more genuine. Grab your form code from your autoresponder

and complete your squeeze page.



Your squeeze page should look something like this :

It’s important to keep it simple and straight-to-the-point, because

at this point you’d have already provided them enough information

in the listing.



A simple search on Google will yield a list of classified ads sites that

you could post in.

Let’s take a look at one of them.

This is a website called WorldFreeAds.



As the name implies, it’s an international site with no local sections.

Look for a Help/FAQ/Terms page. Now we’ll analyze the site and

ask the questions that I’ve mentioned above.

Does the website require you to sign up in order to post?

Yes - it says “login here to post a free classfied ad”.

Can You Post From Other Countries?

Yes - after taking a look at the site there are no local sections and

anyone is free to post regardless of location.



Is There A Limit To How Many Times You Can Post A

Day?

So the first thing to do is register if it’s required by the site.

Next choose an appropriate category.



It’s rare that a classified ads site has a “work from home” section.

Usually it’s a sub-category of “jobs” like sales or marketing.

For the title, enter something like “part time/full-time workers

wanted.



Enter your website URL.

For the ad description you’ll want to describe the job a little bit,

enter some requirements based on your affiliate offer.

Then, enter your squeeze page URL at the end.

Repeat these steps on other sites.

You see how this all works? You set up your highly efficient funnel,

your squeeze page, and you send people there from these sites.



Everything is automated once they enter the funnel - let the

machine do the selling for you.

It’s important to follow the rules on each of these sites, always

check the TOS/FAQ section first.



Step 4 : Scaling Up And Automation

Now here’s the fun part - once we’ve set everything up and got the

ball rolling, it’s time to increase and automate our earnings. Let me

show you some ways to do this.

Post On Different Locations On The Same Site

You should definitely start with your local sections first because to

be honest it’s more than enough with all the sites out there.

Most local sites or internation sites don’t allow you to post in

locations that you don’t belong in or in multiple locations.

They way to do this is to switch out your IP address and post. I

don’t do this, but I know those that do this and focus only on one

site, craigslist for example. I’m not going to go too much into it

because it’ s not something that I do and I like to keep things

simple.

The service that I recommend to change your IP address is

hidemyass.



Make sure to use different email addresses when posting in

different locations.

There are people on Fiverr that will create email accounts for you.



Outsourcing

If you don’t want to hide your IP address or create all that email

accounts, outsourcing is the way to go.

These freelancers are trained to post these listings, they’ve got

phone-verified accounts, they’ve got several IP addresses, they’re

pros.

You can go with firms like this one.

Or find freelancers on sites such as freelancer.com, odesk.com,

etc..



Here’s an example of a freelnacer offering posting services.

$5 per hour? That’s crazy! You’ll see a crazy ROI if you choose the

right freelancer.

Check for ratings, past work, etc..

Changing Up Your Offer

Often times by choosing a higher pried offer you increase your

profits exponentially.

Many people have this misconception that if you double your

prices you decrease your conversions by half. This is not true,

especially for this system because you have the highly efficient

funnel selling them on the offer.



Sending Broadcasts

Once the 5-day autoresponder sequence has ended, you can

continue to sell stuff to them.

Make sure to keep your offers relevant.

To send a broadcast simply go to your Getresponse dashboard and

click on “create new newsletter” from there you can create your

email and send it out to them.



Final Words

Congratulations! You’ve completed the entire course and should be

on your way to making $50-$195 in affiliate commissions on

autopilot!

Go through the guide a couple of times, and take action! Take it a

step at a time, and you’ll succeed.

Once again I want to thank you for putting your trust in me, and I

wish you massive success!

To Your Success,

Naidy.
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